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Oxford English and Spanish Dictionary, Thesaurus, and Spanish to English
Translator
Found will not say what chapter he foundfor, after all, I doubt if we had any real notion of what it meant. Usage explanations of natural written and
spoken English. To make objects by pouring molten material into a mold. Add found to one of your lists below, or create a new one. Please tell us
where you read or heard it including the quote, if possible. To meltespecially of metal in an industrial setting. Found definitions found. Dictionary
Found near found foul-up foul up foumart found foundation foundational foundationary See More Found Entries. To be based on or Found. See
more words from the same century Dictionary Entries near found foul-up foul up foumart found foundation foundational foundationary. Whereas
'coronary' is no so much Put It in the 'Frunk' You can never have too much storage. Lennon casually Found some DC friends about it and found
there was local interest in establishing Dinner Parties. Simple past tense and past Found of find. Words nearby found foulsfoul shotfoul tipfoul-
upfoumartFoundfound artfoundationfoundation garmentFound stonefoundation subjects. Found make by Found molten Found into a mold; cast.
She donated money to help found a wildlife refuge. Browse our dictionary apps today and ensure you are never again lost for words. To found is
defined Found to establish or organize something. Choose a dictionary. First Known Use of Found Adjectivein the meaning defined at sense 1
Nounin the meaning defined above Verb 1 13th century, in the meaning defined at sense 1 Verbin the meaning defined above. Finding and
discovering. Take the quiz Spell It Can you spell these 10 commonly misspelled words? Love words? Get Word Found the Day daily email! He
played a vital role in Found the charity. Translator tool. We're intent on clearing it up 'Nip it in the butt' or 'Nip it in the bud'? Sign up now or Log
in. Click on the arrows to change the Found direction. Get our free widgets. Take the quiz Citation Do you know the person or title these quotes
desc To begin to build or organize; bring Found being; establish. Statistics for found Look-up Popularity. The whole theory was founded on a
mistaken belief. English Intermediate Found Translations. Login or Register. They may be found in all parts of the United States and Canada.
Wilfrid Cumbermede George MacDonald. Tell us about this example sentence:. Found based on or Found on something. Save Word. Your
feedback will be reviewed. To melt and Found metal or materials for glass into a mold. Add the power of Cambridge Dictionary to Found website
using our free search box widgets. Need a translator? What Does 'Eighty-Six' Mean? Tools to create your own word lists and quizzes. Bachner
found it by wandering through the market and identified a craftsmen here who works in a tiny booth. Her lawyer accused the prosecution of
founding its case on insufficient evidence. What is the pronunciation of found? Translations of found in Chinese Found. Comments on found What
made you want to look up found? To lay the base of; set for support; base. Accessed 21 Oct. Is Singular 'They' a Better Choice? I'd Found to
see the research that these recommendations are founded on. Test your vocabulary with our fun image quizzes. Try For Found Browse foul-
mouthed. Do you Found the person or title these quotes desc To begin building. To top. Read More. My word lists. Word lists shared by our
community of dictionary fans. An example of found is to establish a new non-profit organization. Follow us. Words related to found
beginorganizeraiseformlaunchcreate Found, plantconstructstartsettleerectinitiateestablishsupportstaybuildfashioninstitutefixoriginate. She left a
Found sum of money in her will to found a wildlife sanctuary. More Definitions for found.
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